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10 watches we love 
to admire

n  The Constellation Ladies Co-Axial 

27mm range includes dozens of dressy 

variations. All are presented in a 

tonneau-shaped body that’s elegantly 

compact at just 27mm in diameter, 

and all feature the Constellation’s 

characteristic ‘Griffes’, or claws, as 

well as distinctive, striking dials. This 

stainless-steel model has an 18-carat 

gold bezel set with 32 full-cut 

diamonds and shows off a beautifully 

patterned mother-of-pearl dial that 

offers a perfect contrast to the polished 

hands.   www.omegawatches.com

01 Omega  

Constellation

n  Part of the Limited Edition Radiomir 1940 Chronograph Collection, this stylish 

timepiece takes its design cue from the classic first Radiomir, released in the 1940s. 

A retro ivory dial in a platinum case works in concert with an elegant alligator 

strap to give a clean, vintage look and the screw-down flat, winding crown 

is complemented by polished chronograph push-buttons.    www.panerai.com

02 Panerai Platino PAM 519

n  This classic watch, available in 

a number of luxurious options, 

honours Graff’s heritage in 

precious stones. The Grand 

Date Calibre 1 movement is 

made exclusively for Graff 

to exacting standards in 

Switzerland. Together with 

hours and minutes, it also 

displays the date in prominent 

numerals at the 12 o’clock 

position, the seconds are on a sub-

dial at the 9 o’clock position and the 

50-hour power reserve indicator is at 

6 o’clock. www.graffdiamonds.com

03 GraffStar  

Grand Date

This classic watch, available in 

a number of luxurious options, 

honours Graff’s heritage in 

precious stones. The Grand 

1 movement is 

made exclusively for Graff 

to exacting standards in 

Switzerland. Together with 

hours and minutes, it also 

displays the date in prominent 

numerals at the 12 o’clock 

position, the seconds are on a sub-

dial at the 9 o’clock position and the 

50-hour power reserve indicator is at 

www.graffdiamonds.com

Grand Date

n   IWC’s annual Galápagos special edition honours its partnership with the Charles Darwin Foundation, 

with a portion of the watch’s sales proceeds going to support the Foundation’s conservation work 

on the islands that inspired Darwin’s theories on natural selection. For 2014, IWC has released the 

Aquatimer ‘Galápagos Islands’, a robust stainless-steel diver’s watch encased in black vulcanised 

rubber. Pressure-resistant to 30 bar, it features IWC’s self-winding 89365 calibre movement and a 

quick-change strap system that exchanges the rubber bracelet for a stainless-steel one.  www.iwc.com

05 IWC Aquatimer ‘Galápagos Islands’

n  At the heart of the elegant Ballon Bleu range 

beats the exceptional Cartier MC 9452 Calibre 

flying tourbillon, the first Cartier movement 

to carry the prestigious Geneva Seal. This new 

edition features an alligator-leather strap and 

a rhodium-finished, 18-carat white-gold case 

and dial, both set with brilliant-cut diamonds. 

The distinctive blue-steel, sword-shaped hands 

of the range are there, as is the trademark 

sapphire cabochon winding mechanism. The 

seconds are counted on a tracked scale followed 

by the rotating tourbillon.    www.cartier.com

04 Ballon Bleu  

de Cartier
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n  Montblanc’s Nicolas Rieussec 

Collection is inspired by the man who 

made the first patented chronograph in 

1821 and features the first mechanical 

movement made in Montblanc’s own 

Le Locle factory. This limited-edition 

Monopusher Chronograph features 

the MB R100 Calibre, which has 

just one chronograph pusher, a rare 

configuration that’s nevertheless easy 

to operate. The case is 18-carat rose 

gold and the dial design is both classic 

and yet unconventional in that the 

sub-dials have rotating discs instead 

of hands.     www.montblanc.com

06 Montblanc  

N. Rieussec

n  The Master Grande Tradition 

Perpetual Calendar Eight Days 

takes its inspiration from Jaeger-

LeCoultre’s Grand Complication 

pocket watch of 1928. It’s a showpiece 

of fine craftsmanship with all the 

components entirely hand-

decorated and -engraved. 

Available in a limited 

edition of just 200 pieces, 

it sets grained and silvered 

sub-dials on an ornately 

skeletonised and decorated 

movement, visible through both 

the front and back of the watch. 

The elegant case is white gold 

accented by blue champlevé enamel 

rings.   www.jaeger-lecoultre.com 

07 Jaeger-LeCoultre Master 

Grande Tradition

n  Watches don’t come more exclusive than this horological work of art, valued 

at US$1-million. Only eight pieces have been made – not surprising when you 

consider that each flaunts a whopping 1 185 baguette diamonds and took a 

team of experts around four months to make. The 18-carat white-gold case, 

bezel, crown and strap all sparkle with diamonds; even the open-worked dial, 

designed to show off the fine mechanics of the Hublot skeleton tourbillon 

movement, is set with stones. It can’t help but make an impact.   www.hublot.com

08 Hublot Classic Fusion Haute Joaillerie

n  Sure to delight purists, the Clifton 1830 is an 

elegant, understated piece that evokes the classic 

Baume & Mercier watch of the 1950s. It’s driven 

by a mechanical hand-wound calibre, visible 

through the transparent sapphire-crystal case-

back, and features a vintage, opaline-finished dial 

with a seconds sub-dial and gilt-riveted numerals, 

an 18-carat red-gold case and an alligator-

leather strap.      www.baume-et-mercier.com

09 Baume & Mercier  

Clifton 1830

n  Combining the functional elements of an ultra-thin skeleton calibre with precision 

gem setting is high achievement indeed. This exceptional watch features stunning 

paved baguette-cut diamonds around the rings, embracing the flying tourbillon carriage 

and the oscillating weight. More round diamonds are also set on either side, to bring 

this piece to a total of 19.8 carats. Beating at its heart is the Calibre 1270D, forming 

a truly remarkable complication in an ultra-thin 6mm cushion-shape. www.piaget.com

10 Piaget Emperador Coussin Tourbillon 

Diamond Set Automatic Skeleton
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n Wraith hints at something menacing and, indeed, this exquisitely made new 

coupe has the boldest design and the most power of any Rolls-Royce to ever 

play host to the famous Spirit of Ecstasy. A car for the curious, the confident and 

the bold, it’s more contemporary and daring than previous models, living up to 

the maxim of co-founder Sir Henry Royce: ‘take the best that exists and make 

it better: when it does not exist, design it’.     www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com          

n   Lexus seems to have a bright future if the Sport is anything to go by. The 

brand is making cars that are increasingly relevant and desirable. The profile 

is all aggressive creases and the coveted rear-wheel-drive handling makes best 

use of Eco, Sport and Normal drive modes. Smooth and composed, it absorbs 

bumps well and remains taut when pushed hard, too.       www.lexus.co.za

n Audi’s flagship gets more powerful motors, 

clever assistance systems and new long-

wheelbase derivatives. One of the innovation 

leaders in the luxury segment, this is a 

technologically advanced, refined and 

superbly made car. Prized for lightweight 

aluminium construction and excellent 

comfort, the range boasts a wide range of 

engines, from the impressively economical 

3.0 diesel to the masterful W12 6.3.  Standard 

equipment is comprehensive and the cabin 

pure Audi class.      www.audi.co.za

n Crafted from the lineage of 007 and 

Sean Connery cool, this achingly beautiful  

four-door supercar barks its authority 

from the tail pipes, soon settling down to 

near silent progression in an intoxicating 

sensory experience. This is a driver’s car, 

and not one that you’d hanker to be back-

seat chauffeured in. From the powerful 

5.9-litre V12 engine through to the exquisite 

Jaeger-LeCoultre clock and 1 000W Bang & 

Olufsen sound system, this is Aston Martin 

on top form.      www.astonmartin.co.za

n   BMW presented its first X5 SUV 15 years ago. Now the bestselling car in its 

class, the all new X5 comes standard with an eight-speed automatic transmission 

and EfficientDynamics technology to reduce emissions and consumption. Drivers 

can now also choose to personalise their vehicle with one of two ‘design worlds’, 

offering a whole new set of optional features and combinations for both the 

interior and the exterior. Choose ‘Design Pure Experience’ for more robust add-

ons or ‘Design Pure Excellence’ for a more luxurious feel.         www.bmw.co.za

10 cars we  
love to drive

02  Lexus IS 350 F Sport

01  BMW X5

03  Rolls-Royce Wraith

04  

Aston Martin

       Rapide S

05  Audi A8
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■ With an appealing design and a real step-up in quality, the refi ned C-Class 

owes much to the superb S-Class. Comfortable and enjoyable to drive, it’s 

every inch a premium car. The minimalist design gives you much more 

interior space – in fact, you’ll feel as if you’ve been upgraded from economy 

to business class. It’s that good!                 www.mercedes-benz.co.za

■    Few cars project presence on the road like the QX80. Fitted 

with one of the smoothest torque-converter transmissions 

available, it shifts imperceptibly and offers ample space for 

the long-legged in all three rows. Fold down the second- and 

third-row seats and it reveals a huge luggage bay. And 

while this massive SUV is far from subtle, it’s full 

of luxury appointments. www.infi niti.co.za

■ This outrageous metal origami replaces the much-loved Gallardo 

and is instantly recognisable as nothing other than a Lamborghini. 

The revolutionary carbon-fi bre and lightweight-aluminium supercar 

look positively aeronautical. 0-100km/h arrives in just 3.2 seconds 

as it blasts towards a top speed of 323km/h. Inside the cockpit, the 

fi ghter-jet feel continues with a high-resolution display of the variety 

of high-tech gauges that monitor this beast.      www.lamborghini.com 
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■ A cornucopia of chassis-control systems and some clever automotive 

alchemy make the all-new Sport great fun to drive. The V8 petrol engine 

accelerates 0-100km/h in almost Bentley-hushed quiet, and although 

confi gured primarily for road use, you’ll barely notice when you take it off-

road in impossibly diffi cult terrain. Unsurpassed by rivals off-road, it’s the 

most dynamic and agile Land Rover yet.                      www.landrover.com

■ When Porsche writes GTS on its 

cars, expect something special – these 

three letters have been on the lips of 

racing enthusiasts ever since they 

were introduced in 1963. The Cayman 

GTS is the most powerful and fastest 

iteration of this mid-engine sports 

model, its 3.4-litre six-cylinder boxer 

engine propelling it from 0-100km/h 

in 4.6 seconds.       www.porsche.co.za
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06  

Porsche

       Cayman GTS

07  Lamborghini Huracán 

08  Mercedes-Benz C-Class

09  Infiniti QX80

10  Range Rover Sport
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